Remote Workforce: Getting IT Right

Did you know 25% of employees already work from home? And, according to 75% of hiring managers, this will continue to rise. So, there is one question you should be asking yourself.

Are You Prepared?

MEASURING SUCCESS

PRODUCTIVITY
Remote employees using laptops would be up to 25% more productive with the right equipment.

EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION
75% of laptop users say having additional equipment, including a docking station, would improve their work from home experience.

SO WHERE IS THE POLICY?

Only 35% of IT departments have a remote worker equipment policy.
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Home Office Equipment = Smart Investment

THE INVESTMENT...
A standard home office workstation with a Universal Dock costs approx. $700 on average.

THE PAYOFF...
With a 25% increase in productivity, that equipment pays for itself in less than 2 months! After that, it’s ALL PROFIT (or SAVINGS).

Take Action

Use our home equipment ROI calculator to customize and calculate the bottom line for outfitting your remote employees with the right equipment.
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